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Abstract: The antilock braking system (ABS) is a mechatronic system that helps a driver maintain the maneuverability of a vehicle while braking by preventing wheel lock-ups. However, the design of high-performance controllers for this type of system is complicated because of its highly nonlinear dynamics. The problem becomes even more difficult to resolve when uncertainties in the parameters appear in its dynamics. In this paper, an ABS laboratory setup mimicking a quarter car model is considered. A modified high-order sliding mode (HOSM) controller using a proportional–integral–differential (PID) control as a sliding surface was designed. This controller provides a reference value of a tire slip. The proposed controller uses a tracking error to define the slip surface through the PID controller structure, and the modified HOSM controller holds the system on the previously designed slip surface. The closed-loop system stability has been proven in the sense of Lyapunov. Finally, the ABS laboratory setup allows for experimentally checking the performance of the modified HOSM controller using a PID-sliding surface, showing a considerable increase in the efficiency of the control system compared with a PID-like controller.
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1. Introduction

The antilock braking system (ABS) is an electronically controlled system that helps a driver maintain control of a vehicle during emergency braking by preventing the wheels from locking up. This prevents the slippage of the wheels on a surface by regulating the brake-fluid pressure of each wheel. Acting on the brake pressure, ABS control algorithms usually impose an appropriate wheel acceleration or a desired tire slip, i.e., a certain relative difference in the wheel with respect to the vehicle velocity.

In any case, the ABS control design is challenged by the fact that the ABS’s performance can be drastically affected by disturbances in the dynamics of the ABS. For this reason, sliding-mode control (SMC) is considered an ideal solution for the ABS due to its robustness to disturbances and parameter uncertainties. In addition, the fast, dynamic response of SMC fulfills the real-time requirements of the ABS, but the main problem with the application of SMC is a chattering phenomenon. However, the HOSM technique [1] avoids some of the typical problems of the classic SMC technique [2], such as the chattering phenomenon noted above.
One remarkable feature of the HOSM is that sliding-mode surfaces with relative degrees greater than one can be considered [3]. Since the creation of this technique, a number of articles have been published about the HOSM [4–7]. Initially, HOSM techniques were used for smooth control systems, but recently, they have been applied to finite-time differentiators. In [8], an interesting comparison of HOSM differentiators and high-gain observers concerning measurement noise was made. Some HOSM application techniques for solving vehicle-control problems can be found in [9–11], and references [12–15] presented several fields and practical cases for which these techniques were applied successfully.

However, despite the current knowledge about HOSM controllers, in recent years, scientists have proposed a combination of the HOSM controller and PI/PID-sliding surfaces. Some examples can be found in the literature; reference [16] investigated an adaptive fault-tolerant pseudo-PID-SMC scheme for a high-speed train subjected to actuator-fault asymmetric nonlinear actuator saturation. In [17], a combination of SMC with a traditional PID control scheme for a two-degrees-of-freedom planar manipulator was considered. In [18], an SMC scheme for the robust tracking control of the nanopositioning stage composed of piezoceramic stack-actuator-compliant flexure mechanisms using a PID-type sliding surface was presented. In [19], a second-order SMC with a PI-sliding surface for a DC motor-driven control was designed. Reference [20] applied an SMC with a PID-sliding surface to the active vibration damping of pneumatically actuated soft robots. Reference [21] considered the design of a modified HOSM controller using a PI-sliding surface for the attitude control of a ground vehicle. Reference [22] developed an adaptive dynamic PID-sliding surface-based second-order fault-tolerant SMC for the speed control of an electromechanical system. Reference [23] considered a second-order SMC with a PID-sliding surface applied to a modified dynamic model of a quad-rotor UAV with the disturbance of an unbalanced load.

In the present work, a modified HOSM using a PID control as a sliding surface is designed to impose a reference value of a tire slip. An ABS setup is used to experimentally test new control laws [24]. It consists of a lower aluminum wheel, simulating a vehicle’s longitudinal motion, and an upper plastic wheel, simulating the vehicle’s wheel. The velocity of the lower wheel, i.e., the vehicle’s longitudinal velocity, is changed using a large DC motor coupled with the wheel. The velocity of the upper wheel, i.e., the wheel’s angular velocity, is diminished by using a disk-brake system, which is operated by using a small DC motor for which the control input is applied. In the case of the incipient lock-up of the upper wheel, an electronic control unit reduces the pressure in the disk-brake system via an electronic modulator.

Recently, various studies used this ABS setup. For example, References [25,26] compared linear and nonlinear controllers. In [27,28], an adaptive controller that estimates the tire–road adhesion coefficient was developed. References [29–31] presented some fuzzy controllers, and reference [32] proposed intelligent control techniques applied to an adaptive neuro-fuzzy controller. Reference [33] provided a nonlinear observer to recreate a vehicle’s longitudinal velocity, as was shown in [34], to develop a dynamic controller that imposes a specific wheel-slip ratio. A plain variant of this control was carried out through a linearized event-triggered strategy in [35]. Reference [36] presented their design and application to the ABS laboratory of the Lyapunov-based SMC and reaching-law-based SMC. In [37], the real-time implementation of the super-twisting controller for the ABS laboratory setup was developed using a super-twisting estimation to provide a finite-time estimation of the tire–road friction coefficient.

In this article, a modified HOSM controller using a PID-sliding surface is designed and applied to the ABS laboratory setup to track a suitable value of the wheel-slip ratio. Hence, the original contributions of the present paper are as follows:

1. A modified HOSM controller using a PID-sliding surface was designed.
2. The convergence and stability of the controller were proven rigorously using a theoretical analysis based on the Lyapunov function.
3. The proposed controller was implemented in an ABS laboratory setup, and the results were compared with a PID-like controller.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the mathematical modeling of the ABS laboratory setup. Section 3 discusses the control problem and the proposed modified HOSM using a PID-sliding surface. The numerical and real-time simulations are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion summarizes this paper.

2. Mathematical Model of the Experimental ABS Laboratory Setup

The Inteco experimental setup is the mechatronic system studied in this article (see Figure 1) that simulates the mechanics of a quarter of an actual vehicle. As already commented upon, the setup comprises a lower aluminum wheel representing road motion and an upper plastic wheel that emulates a vehicle wheel. A DC motor is coupled to accelerate the lower wheel, whereas the upper wheel is equipped with a disk-brake system. The positions of the two wheels are obtained through encoders, and the wheels’ velocities are obtained through numerical differentiation. Despite its simplicity, this setup keeps the essential features of a functional ABS in the range of 0–70 km/h [24].

![Figure 1. The Inteco experimental setup and its scheme.](image)

Mathematical Model of the Experimental ABS Laboratory Setup

The mathematical model of the ABS experimental setup was developed under the assumptions of imperceptible lateral and vertical dynamics and negligible rolling resistance force with respect to braking. The dynamic equations of the experimental setup were as follows [24,27,28]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\omega}_1 &= \frac{r_1}{J_1} F_t - \frac{1}{J_1} (d_1 \omega_1 + T) \\
\dot{\omega}_2 &= -\frac{r_2}{J_2} F_t - \frac{1}{J_2} d_2 \omega_2
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

where \(\omega_1\) and \(\omega_2\) represented the angular velocities of the upper and lower wheels, respectively; \(J_1\) and \(J_2\) were inertia moments; and \(r_1\) and \(r_2\) were the radii. Moreover, \(d_1\) and \(d_2\) were the coefficients of the viscous friction of the upper and lower wheel, respectively (the nominal parameters are given in Table 1).

During the acceleration and braking processes, a longitudinal tire force \(F_t\) is achieved during contact between the upper and lower wheels (see Figure 1). This traction force is proportional to the usual load of the vehicle via the tire-road friction coefficient \(\mu \in [0, 1]\) and is a nonlinear function of the longitudinal wheel-slip ratio, i.e., the relative velocity difference:

\[
\lambda = \frac{v_x - v_w}{v_x} = \frac{r_2 \omega_2 - r_1 \omega_1}{r_2 \omega_2} = 1 - \frac{r_1 \omega_1}{r_2 \omega_2}
\]

(2)
where the quantities \( v_x = r_2 \omega_2 \) and \( v_w = r_1 \omega_1 \) represent the vehicle longitudinal velocity and the vehicle wheel velocity, respectively. According to [24], \( T_b \) is the braking torque and is designed by using a first-order equation:

\[
T_b = c \left( -T_b + b(u) \right) \quad (3)
\]

where \( c > 0 \) is a constant and \( b(u) \) is the control input that expresses the relationship between \( u \) and the voltage applied to the coupled DC motor (which drives the action of the brake pads). This relation can be calculated using an equation comparable with the brake-pedal model in a vehicle [25,34,38]:

\[
b(u) = \begin{cases} 
  b_1 u - b_0 & \text{if } u \geq u_0 \\
  0 & \text{if } u < u_0 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( u_0 \) is the operating threshold of the brake-driving system and \( b_1 \) and \( b_0 \) are constants.

In this case, the control signal \( u \) is the voltage applied to the small DC motor. This motor commands brake pads located in the upper wheel. Considering the constant steady-state value \( T_b \) in (3), the control signal \( u \) can be obtained by solving for \( u = (T_b + b_0)/b_1 \).

Additionally, to design the traction force \( F_t \) in the linear and nonlinear region, in this paper, the widely used Pacejka’s magic formula [39] model was selected. This method approaches the response curve of the braking process based on experimental data.

**Table 1.** Parameters of the experimental setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( r_1 )</td>
<td>0.0995</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_2 )</td>
<td>0.0990</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( J_1 )</td>
<td>7.54 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>kg m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( J_2 )</td>
<td>25.6 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>kg m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_1 )</td>
<td>118.74 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>kg m^2/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_2 )</td>
<td>214.68 \times 10^{-6}</td>
<td>kg m^2/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b_1 )</td>
<td>15.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b_0 )</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>20.37</td>
<td>s^{-1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u_0 )</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D )</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B )</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, the traction force is defined as follows:

\[
F_t = \mu D \sin \left( C \arctan(B\lambda) \right) \quad (4)
\]

where \( \mu \) is the friction coefficient between the two wheels and simulates road conditions and the coefficients \( B \), \( C \), and \( D \) are determined experimentally.

Hence, considering (3) and the definition (4), the dynamic equations of the ABS laboratory setup (1) can be rewritten in the following form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\omega}_1 &= \frac{r_1 F_t}{J_1} - \frac{1}{J_1} (d_1 \omega_1 + T_b) \\
\dot{\omega}_2 &= -\frac{r_2 F_t}{J_2} - \frac{1}{J_2} d_2 \omega_2 \\
T_b &= c(-T_b + b(u)).
\end{align*}
\]

(5)
3. A Modified HOSM Controller Using a PID-Sliding Surface for an ABS Laboratory Setup

The primary function of a controller is to prevent the vehicle wheel from being locked during emergency braking and to maintain the slip ratio at a value of \( \lambda_{\text{ref}} \) corresponding to the maximum \( F_{t,\text{max}} = F_t \) of the force \( F_t \) (4). Consequently, the slip reference remains fixed to \( \lambda_{\text{ref}} = F_t^{-1}(F_{t,\text{max}}) \). Hence, considering this reference value, the output signal to be controlled is the wheel slip \( \lambda \) and the control problem is designing a controller such that \( \lambda \) (2) can track the desired reference \( \lambda_{\text{ref}} \) in the presence of uncertainties in the parameters. Thus, the control problem can be solved under the following assumption:

**Assumption 1.** The angular velocities \( \omega_1 \) and \( \omega_2 \) are considered measurable.

In the following section, the modified HOSM control using a PID-sliding surface is designed to solve the control problem in such a way that the slip-error converges \( e_\lambda = \lambda - \lambda_{\text{ref}} \) to zero. Let us propose the slip velocity \( v_s = v_x - v_w = \lambda v_x \), the slip-velocity reference \( v_{s,\text{ref}} = \lambda_{\text{ref}} v_x \), and the slip-velocity error:

\[
e_v = v_x - v_{s,\text{ref}} = e_\lambda v_x = (1 - \lambda_{\text{ref}}) v_x - v_w.
\] (6)

Since \( v_x \neq 0 \), the control problem is comparable with drive \( e_v \) to zero, where the dynamics of the slip velocity error are as follows:

\[
e_v = (1 - \lambda_{\text{ref}}) v_x - v_w = (1 - \lambda_{\text{ref}}) r_2 \omega_2 - r_1 \omega_1
\]

\[
= -k(\lambda_{\text{ref}}) F_t + \frac{r_1}{f_1} d_1 \omega_1 - (1 - \lambda_{\text{ref}}) \frac{r_2}{f_2} d_2 \omega_2 + \frac{r_1}{f_1} T_b
\] (7)

with \( k(\lambda_{\text{ref}}) = \frac{r_1^2}{f_1} + (1 - \lambda_{\text{ref}}) \frac{r_2^2}{f_2} \).

Then, the second derivative of the slip-velocity error (6) is as follows:

\[
\ddot{e}_v = -k(\lambda_{\text{ref}}) F_t + \frac{r_1}{f_1} d_1 \omega_1 - (1 - \lambda_{\text{ref}}) \frac{r_2}{f_2} d_2 \omega_2 + \frac{r_1}{f_1} T_b
\]

\[
= -k(\lambda_{\text{ref}}) \dot{F} t + k_F \dot{F} t - k_{\omega,1} \omega_1 + k_{\omega,2} \omega_2 - k_T T_b + k_u b(u)
\] (8)

where

\[
f_0 = -k(\lambda_{\text{ref}}) \dot{F} t + k_F \dot{F} t - k_{\omega,1} \omega_1 + k_{\omega,2} \omega_2 - k_T T_b
\]

\[
k_F = \frac{r_2^2}{f_1} d_1 + (1 - \lambda_{\text{ref}}) \frac{r_2^2}{f_2} d_2;
\]

\[
k_{\omega,1} = \frac{r_1}{f_1} d_1^2;
\]

\[
k_{\omega,2} = (1 - \lambda_{\text{ref}}) \frac{r_2^2}{f_2} d_2^2;
\]

\[
k_T = \frac{r_1}{f_1} d_1 + \frac{r_1}{f_1} c;
\]

\[
k_u = \frac{r_1}{f_1} c.
\] (9)

3.1. Design of the PID-Sliding Surface

The classic PID controller is defined as [40]

\[
U_{\text{PID}} = k_p e(t) + k_i \int_0^t e(\tau)d\tau + k_d \dot{e}(t)
\] (10)

where the controller parameters \( k_p, k_i, \) and \( k_d \) are the proportional, integral, and derivative gains.

Using the classic PID controller (10) as the sliding surface and based on the slip-velocity error (6), the PID-sliding surface is defined as follows:

\[
s_v = k_p e_v(t) + k_i \int_0^t e_v(\tau)d\tau + k_d \dot{e}_v(t)
\] (11)
where \(k_p, k_d, k_i\) are the design parameters for tuning the dynamic response of the system on the sliding surface. The first derivative, with respect to the time of the sliding surface (11), is thus as follows:

\[
\dot{\xi}_v = k_p \dot{e}_v + k_i e_v + k_d \ddot{e}_v. \tag{12}
\]

Considering the slip-velocity error (6) and its derivatives (7) and (8) within (12), one obtains the following:

\[
\dot{\xi}_v = k_p \dot{e}_v + k_i e_v + k_d (f_v + k_u b(u)). \tag{13}
\]

### 3.2. Design of the Modified HOSM Control Using a PID-Sliding Surface

In this subsection, the design of the modified HOSM control using a PID-sliding surface applied to the ABS laboratory configuration—and the proof of stability of the proposed controller based on a theoretical analysis of the Lyapunov function—are presented.

**Theorem 1.** For the system (5) and under Assumption 1, based on the sliding surface defined in (11), the following controller provides the solution that the slip-velocity error \(e_v (6)\) will asymptotically converge to zero.

\[
b(u) = -\frac{1}{k_d k_a} \left(k_p e_v + k_i e_v + k_d f_v + \gamma_1 |s_v|^{1/2} + \gamma_2 s_v - \xi_v\right) \tag{14}
\]

This controller will force the system toward the slip surface even in the presence of parametric uncertainty if the gains \(\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \gamma_3, \gamma_4\) are selected, such that

\[
\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \gamma_3, \gamma_4 > 0
\]

\[
4\gamma_3 \gamma_4 > \gamma_2^2 \left(8\gamma_3 + 9\gamma_4^2\right)
\]

and \(k_p, k_i, k_d > 0, f_v\) as in (9).

**Proof.** To obtain the differential inclusion that represents the derivative of a sliding surface, the control input (14) needs to be used in (13), such that

\[
\dot{\xi}_v = -\gamma_1 |s_v|^{1/2} - \gamma_2 s_v + \xi_v
\]

\[
\dot{\xi}_v = -\gamma_3 |s_v|^0 - \gamma_4 s_v
\]

with \(\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \gamma_3, \text{and } \gamma_4 > 0, |s_v|^{1/2} = |s_v|^{1/2}\text{sign}(s_v),\) and \(|s_v|^0 = \text{sign}(s_v)\).

From [41], the following Lyapunov function is considered:

\[
V = 2\gamma_3(|s_v|) + \gamma_4 s_v^2 + \frac{1}{2} \xi_v^2 + \frac{1}{2} \left(\gamma_1 |s_v|^{1/2} + \gamma_2 s_v - \xi_v\right)^2
\]

in which \(V\) is a continuous and differentiable Lyapunov function when \(s_v \neq 0\).

The Lyapunov function can be written as a quadratic form:

\[
V = \frac{1}{2} \chi^T P \chi;
\]

where

\[
\chi = \begin{pmatrix} |s_v|^{1/2} \\ s_v \\ \xi_v \end{pmatrix}; \quad P = \begin{pmatrix} \gamma_1^2 + 4\gamma_3 & \gamma_1 \gamma_2 & -\gamma_1 \\ \gamma_1 \gamma_2 & 2\gamma_4 + \gamma_2^2 & -\gamma_2 \\ -\gamma_1 & -\gamma_2 & 2 \end{pmatrix} > 0
\]

since \(\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \gamma_3, \text{and } \gamma_4 > 0\).

Following [41], note that

\[
\lambda_{\min} \leq V \leq \lambda_{\max} \leq \frac{\lambda_{\max} ||\chi||_2^2}{2}
\]

(18)
where $\lambda_{\text{min}}, \lambda_{\text{max}}$ are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of $P$, respectively.

Let $\dot{\chi}$ be the derivative with respect to the time of $\chi$ as follows:

$$
\dot{\chi} = \left( \frac{d}{dt} |s_v|^{1/2} \right) = -\frac{1}{2|s_v|^{1/2}} \Lambda_1 \chi + \frac{1}{2} \Lambda_2 \chi
$$

Then, the derivative of the Lyapunov function (17) using (19) is as follows:

$$
\dot{\chi} = \frac{1}{2|s_v|^{1/2}} \chi^T P \Lambda_1 \chi + \frac{1}{2} \chi^T P \Lambda_2 \chi
$$

Then, the derivative of the Lyapunov function (17) using (19) is as follows:

$$
P \Lambda_1 = \begin{pmatrix}
\gamma_1 (\gamma_2^2 + 2\gamma_3) & 0 & -\gamma_1^2 \\
\gamma_2 (\gamma_2^2 - 2\gamma_3) & 0 & -\gamma_1\gamma_2 \\
-\gamma_1^2 & 0 & \gamma_1
\end{pmatrix}; \quad P \Lambda_2 = -\begin{pmatrix}
-\gamma_2 (3\gamma_2^2 + 4\gamma_3) & -2\gamma_1 (\gamma_2^2 - \gamma_4) & 2\gamma_1\gamma_2 \\
-\gamma_1 (3\gamma_2^2 + 4\gamma_3) & -2\gamma_2 (\gamma_2^2 + \gamma_4) & (2\gamma_2^2 + 4\gamma_4)
\end{pmatrix}.
$$

Solving the first term of (20), i.e., $-\frac{1}{2|s_v|^{1/2}} \chi^T P \Lambda_1 \chi$, we can rewrite it as follows:

$$
\chi^T P \Lambda_1 \chi = \frac{1}{2|s_v|^{1/2}} \left( \gamma_1 (\gamma_1^2 + 2\gamma_3) 0 0 \\
0 0 -\frac{1}{2} \gamma_1\gamma_2 \\
0 0 \gamma_1
\right) \chi
$$

Similarly, the second term $\frac{1}{2} \chi^T P \Lambda_2 \chi$ of (20) is as follows:

$$
\frac{1}{2} \chi^T P \Lambda_2 \chi = \frac{1}{2} \left( -\gamma_2 (3\gamma_1 + 4\gamma_3) (|s_v|)^{1/2})^2 - 2\gamma_2 (\gamma_2^2 + \gamma_4) s_v^2 - 2\gamma_2 s_v^2 \\
-\gamma_1 (5\gamma_2^2 + 2\gamma_4) |s_v|^{1/2} s_v + 5\gamma_1\gamma_2 |s_v|^{1/2} s_v + 4\gamma_2^2 s_v^2 + 4\gamma_2 s_v^2
\right)
$$

If $|s_v|^{1/2} s_v = \frac{1}{|s_v|^{1/2}} s_v^2$ and $|s_v|^{1/2} s_v^2 = \frac{1}{|s_v|^{1/2}} s_v s_v^2$, then the second term is rewritten in the matrix form:

$$
\frac{1}{2} \chi^T P \Lambda_2 \chi = \frac{1}{2} \gamma_2 \chi^T \left( \begin{array}{c c}
3\gamma_1^2 + 4\gamma_3 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 2(\gamma_2^2 + \gamma_4) & -2\gamma_2 \\
0 & -2\gamma_2 & 0
\end{array} \right) \chi
$$

Finally, using (22) and (23), one rewrites (20) as the following:

$$
\dot{\chi} = -\frac{1}{2|s_v|^{1/2}} \chi^T Q_1 \chi - \chi^T Q_2 \chi
$$

with

$$
Q_1 = \frac{1}{2} \left( \begin{array}{c c c}
(\gamma_1^2 + 2\gamma_3) & 0 & -\gamma_1 \\
0 & 2\gamma_1 + 5\gamma_2 & -3\gamma_2 \\
-\gamma_1 & -3\gamma_2 & 1
\end{array} \right); \quad Q_2 = \gamma_2 \left( \begin{array}{c c c}
2\gamma_1^2 + 4\gamma_3 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \gamma_2^2 + \gamma_4 & -\gamma_2 \\
0 & -\gamma_2 & 1
\end{array} \right).
$$

The derivative of the Lyapunov function (24) is negative definite if $Q_1, Q_2 > 0$. This condition is fulfilled if the gains are determined as in (15).
Now, in order to determine the convergence of the sliding surface to zero in finite time, it is necessary to denote $\lambda_{Q_1}^{\min}$, $\lambda_{Q_2}^{\min}$ as the minimum eigenvalues of $Q_1$, $Q_2$, and one finally works out the following from (18) [42]:

$$\dot{V} \leq -\frac{1}{|s_v|^{1/2}} \lambda_{Q_1}^{\min} ||x||^2 - \lambda_{Q_2}^{\min} ||x||^2$$ 

(25)

and

$$|s_v|^{1/2} \leq ||x|| \leq \sqrt{\frac{2V}{\lambda_{Q_1}^{\min}}}$$

so that

$$-\frac{1}{|s_v|^{1/2}} \leq -\sqrt{\frac{\lambda_{Q_1}^{\min}}{\lambda_{Q_1}^{\max}}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} V^{1/2}$$

Then,

$$\dot{V} \leq -(\kappa_1 V^{1/2} + \kappa_2 V)$$

where

$$\kappa_1 = \sqrt{\frac{2\lambda_{Q_1}^{\min}}{\lambda_{Q_1}^{\max}}} \lambda_{Q_1}^{\min} \lambda_{Q_2}^{\min} \lambda_{Q_1}^{\max}$$

$$\kappa_2 = 2 \lambda_{Q_1}^{\min} \lambda_{Q_1}^{\max}$$

Using the comparison lemma [42], the Lyapunov function $V$, and therefore $||x||$, converge to zero in a finite-time less or equal to $T_f = t_0 + \ln \left( \frac{\kappa_1 + \kappa_2 V^{1/2}(0)}{\kappa_1} \right)^{2/\kappa_2}$ units of time. □

**Remark 1.** PID controllers are usually preferred in industrial applications due to their good performances in terms of asymptotic stability and precision in steady state. For this reason, it is acceptable to compare the performance of the modified HOSM control using PID-sliding surface (14) with that of the following PID-like controller [11,26,37]. The aim of this PID-like controller is to cancel the nonlinear dynamics of the system and to incorporate a desired dynamic.

For this purpose, one uses the Equations (6), (7), and (9), and the PID-like controller [43] is as follows:

$$I_v = e_v$$

$$b(u) = \frac{1}{k_u} \left( -k_{p,c} e_v - k_{i,c} I_v - k_{d,c} \dot{e}_v - f_v \right)$$

(26)

so that from (8) and (26), one obtains the closed-loop dynamics

$$\dot{e}_v = -k_{p,c} e_v - k_{i,c} I_v - k_{d,c} \dot{e}_v$$

(27)

where the gains $k_{p,c}$, $k_{d,c}$, and $k_{i,c}$ are $> 0$ ensure the global exponential closed-loop stability of the error dynamics $\dot{e}_v + k_{p,c} e_v + k_{i,c} I_v + k_{d,c} \dot{e}_v = 0$.

### 4. Simulation Results

This section shows the performance of the modified HOSM controller using the PID-sliding surface controller (14) as well as the PID-like controller (26), both applied to the experimental laboratory configuration. First, some numerical simulation results, obtained using (5), and the proposed controller (14) are presented. Then, using the ABS laboratory-setup mechatronic device, some experimental tests are given. An interested reader can find the details of the system hardware in [24].

#### 4.1. Numerical Simulation Result

In this subsection, some numerical simulations are shown to confirm the theoretical results. The simulations were performed with the modified HOSM controller using the PID-sliding surface (14) for the mathematical model of the ABS laboratory setup (5). These
simulations showed an automobile running at a speed of 63.43 km/h. For this particular scenario, the initial conditions of the ABS laboratory setup were $\omega_1(0) = \omega_2(0) = 180$ rad/s, i.e., $v_x(0) = r_2\omega_2(0) = 17.62$ m/s, $v_w(0) = r_1\omega_1(0) = 17.71$ m/s, and $T_b(0) = 0$. The parameters and gains used in the ABS model (5) and the proposed controller (14) were those in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. However, to test the controller robustness, the parameters used in the ABS model (5), i.e., the real ABS setup parameters, were augmented by 10% with respect to those in Table 1. The numerical simulation results are summarized in Figures 2–4.

Figure 2 shows the control input applied in the simulator, and Figure 3 displays the angular velocity of the upper wheel $\omega_1$ and the angular velocity of the lower wheel $\omega_2$. Finally, Figure 4 presents the convergence of wheel slip $\lambda$ to its reference $\lambda_{\text{ref}} = 0.2$ in about 0.06 s.

Figure 2. Braking torque $T_b$.

Figure 3. Angular velocity of upper wheel $\omega_1$ (solid) and angular velocity of lower wheel $\omega_2$ (dashed).
4.2. Experimental Result

In this subsection, the performance of the modified HOSM controller using a PID-sliding surface (14) applied to a real-time ABS laboratory setup is shown. Moreover, the real-time results obtained with the proposed controller (14) are compared with another controller available in the literature, the PID-like controller (26) proposed in [11,26,37]. The variables and the values of the ABS laboratory setup (5) are given in Table 1. Moreover, the parameters used in the controllers (14) and (26) are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

To test the proposed controller robustness, a reader could consider that the coefficients in Table 1 may vary in practice due to natural wear for the mechatronic device but may remain close to these values.

Similar to the numerical simulations, the tests considered \( \omega_1(0) = \omega_2(0) = 178 \text{ rad/s} \) (1700 RPM) and \( T_b(0) = 0 \) as initial conditions for (5). These settings simulated a vehicle at a velocity of 63.43 km/h, and the brake system is abruptly activated, sending a control input to the actuator to start a braking phase. It is worth remarking that for this setup, the nominal value of the friction coefficient between the two wheels used in (4) is given by the manufacturer as \( \mu = 1 \).

The experimental results are summarized in Figures 5–7, where the proposed controller, (14), ensures a better performance with respect to the PID-like controller, (26). Figure 5 shows the wheel velocity \( v_w \) and the vehicle longitudinal velocity \( v_x \). The wheel slip \( \lambda \) and the tracking error \( \lambda - \lambda_{\text{ref}} \) are shown in Figure 6. The applied input \( T_b \) is shown in Figure 7.

Analyzing Figure 7, we emphasize that controller (14) imposes higher control values than the PI-like controller (26). In this sense, the reduction in the braking time and space, as indicated in Figure 5, is quite natural. The latter could induce higher stress in the actuator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma_1 )</td>
<td>Gain in modified HOSM</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma_2 )</td>
<td>Gain in modified HOSM</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma_3 )</td>
<td>Gain in modified HOSM</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma_4 )</td>
<td>Gain in modified HOSM</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_p )</td>
<td>PID-sliding surface</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_i )</td>
<td>PID-sliding surface</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_d )</td>
<td>PID-sliding surface</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_{p,c} )</td>
<td>PID-like controller gain</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_{i,c} )</td>
<td>PID-like controller gain</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_{d,c} )</td>
<td>PID-like controller gain</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental results are summarized in Figures 5–7, where the proposed controller, (14), ensures a better performance with respect to the PID-like controller, (26). Figure 5 shows the wheel velocity \( v_w \) and the vehicle longitudinal velocity \( v_x \). The wheel slip \( \lambda \) and the tracking error \( \lambda - \lambda_{\text{ref}} \) are shown in Figure 6. The applied input \( T_b \) is shown in Figure 7.

Analyzing Figure 7, we emphasize that controller (14) imposes higher control values than the PI-like controller (26). In this sense, the reduction in the braking time and space, as indicated in Figure 5, is quite natural. The latter could induce higher stress in the actuator.
However, since the ABS is an emergency device that does not take any actions during normal braking but rather during only emergency braking, this aspect and the energy minimization are marginal. After the braking process taking place at 5.5 and 7.4 s, corresponding to the peak braking efficiency, we highlight that the performance is no longer considered as the velocity is insignificant at this point and the ABS is not operating in the appropriate scope of velocities anymore. Figure 5 shows that both controllers maintain deceleration at a constant pace. The difference lies in the time that the controllers take to complete the braking phase; the proposed controller (14) manages to stop a few fractions of a second before the PID-like controller due to the proposed controller maintaining a \( \lambda \) close to the reference, as shown in Figure 6, compared with the PID-like controller. After the braking phase, the reference tracking is pointless because the longitudinal velocity is too low and the ABS is rendered ineffective.

![Figure 5](image_url_a.png)  
**Figure 5.** (a) Wheel velocity \( v_w \): a modified HOSM controller using PID-sliding surface (14) (black) or PID-like controller (26) (blue) and (b) vehicle longitudinal velocity \( v_x \): a modified HOSM controller using PID-sliding surface (14) (black) or PID-like controller (26) (blue).

![Figure 6](image_url_b.png)  
**Figure 6.** (a) Wheel slip \( \lambda \): a modified HOSM controller using PID-sliding surface (14) (black), PID-like controller (26) (blue), or the reference \( \lambda_{\text{ref}} \) (red) and (b) tracking error \( \lambda - \lambda_{\text{ref}} \): a modified HOSM controller using PID-sliding surface controller (14) (black) or PID-like controller (26) (blue).
5. Conclusions

This work presented an analysis and the functionality of the design of a modified HOSM controller using a PID-sliding surface; this controller design was applied to the ABS laboratory setup. Numerical simulations were used to observe the performance of the proposed controller without parametric variations. Furthermore, a real-time simulation was applied to the ABS laboratory setup. These simulations were compared with a PID-like controller. Finally, the stability proof of a modified HOSM using a PID-sliding surface was verified. Future work will deal with a dynamic controller applied to the ABS, embedding an HOSM observer for the longitudinal velocity of a vehicle using information available from the laboratory setup. This controller will consider parametric uncertainties and the saturation problem of the mechatronic system.
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